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Karin Mehauden studied Food Science and Technology degree in France. She then did an MSc in Food Quality Management. In January 2005, she
joined the Fluid Mechanics group and the Food Research group at the University of Birmingham to start a PhD project. Her PhD project involved
working in close relationship with the two groups.
PhD research (01/2005-date)
Research sponsored by T Giusti/Briggs of Burton Plc – Process engineering specialists and equipment manufacturers for the Food, Brewing & Distilling, Health &
Beauty and Pharmaceutical markets – Burton on Trent, United Kingdom.
Use of Time Temperature Integrators to measure the thermal treatment efficiency in a Giusti vessel.
Use of PIV (Particle Imaging Velocimetry) and PEPT (Positron Emission Particle Tracking) to investigate mixing within a Giusti food processing vessel.
PhD work part of a LINK project (DEFRA) on the exploitation of Time Temperature Integrators. This project involved several food companies that manufacture
appertised products (e.i. soup).
Current Research: Evaluation of the thermal and mixing performance of an agitated vessel for processing of complex liquid food
In the food industry, heating and mixing of food products is often performed simultaneously. Ostensibly, these processes seem very easy to evaluate, however, the fluids
commonly encountered in food processing routinely possess complex rheology. When this is the case, it is very difficult to evaluate the efficiency of the process, since it
is essential that each phase receives the minimum heat treatment to ensure the food is safe to eat. The determination of heating and mixing efficiency is essential in order
to have a better understanding and to improve the design of processes.
Thermocouples are commonly used to measure heating efficiency, but for many products it is not feasible to use them. Timetemperature indicators (TTIs) are small particles containing a reactive species that can be passed through a process and then
assayed to measure the process effects.
TTIs are used almost exclusively without consideration of their location in fluid systems. In industry, vessels (such as Giusti’s
vessel pictured left) used to process food are heated from the bottom and in some cases steam is injected towards the centre
of the vessel. Therefore, according to the path that TTIs take inside the vessel, the measured thermal efficiency will be
different.
It is therefore essential to have an understanding of the fluid flow and the location of the TTIs during the process. This project
was carried out by using flow visualisation techniques such as PIV (Figure 1) and PEPT (Figure 2). Understanding the fluid flow
inside vessels is essential in order to validate the use of TTIs to determine thermal process efficiency.

Figure 1. Fluid flow normalised velocity measured inside
the reduced scale version of the Giusti’s vessel

Figure 2. Normalised velocity and
Occupancy plot
of the reduced scale version of the Giusti’s
vessel
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A novel method to evaluate the applicability of time temperature integrators to different temperature profiles
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Verification of the reliability of Time Temperature Integrators made from the α-amylase of the Bacillus amyloliquefaciens for assuring the safety of various thermal
processes
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